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Closing The Channel

Web version of this issue - https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101

Request To Send

Editorial by Steve Stroh N8GNJ

As this issue publishes, I’m attending the SEA-PAC conference in sunny???

1
Seaside, Oregon. I was asked what I’m excited about in attending SEA-PAC and I replied
that the only things I think will be Zero Retries Interesting at SEA-PAC will be the possible
display of the new Icom IC-905 (perhaps it will even be touchable), and talking to FlexRadio
about any new developments.
But, more than the tech, I think that Pseudostaffer Dan Romanchik KB6NU mirrored my
feelings about SEA-PAC well in his latest newsletter:

Hams start going to Dayton for the technology. They keep going for the people.

…

Technology was certainly the initial draw for me, but it's not why I keep returning. I
didn't buy a single thing this year. What keeps me going back are the people. Every
year, I meet old friends, hams who I've only met on the air, and make new friends.

I admire KB6NU’s restraint in leaving Hamvention without having purchased anything…
When I attend Hamvention, I don’t have that much willpower.

Unlike most of my Amateur Radio conferences that I enjoy attending (such as TAPR DCC),
SEA-PAC isn’t a technical conference, but it’s held in a nice vacation venue

2
. At SEA-PAC, I do a little bit of flea market shopping (not looking for anything in particular -
N8GNJ Labs is full of more projects than I have lifetime left), but mostly I look forward to
conversations with interesting people and old friends.
Next year, if the evolution of Zero Retries proceeds roughly in sync with my fertile
imagination, Zero Retries might even be an exhibitor at SEA-PAC.

Speaking of conversations at SEA-PAC, if you’re a Zero Retries reader also attending SEA-
PAC and would like to chat, look for me in my blue Zero Retries hat, and when it’s
appropriate to have a radio on, I’ll try to monitor 223.44 MHz on my trusty Kenwood TH-D6A
portable.

https://www.zeroretries.org/i/120834491/closing-the-channel
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101
https://www.seapac.org/
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-1-120834491
https://click.mailerlite.com/link/c/YT0yMjI1MTc2NDMyNjM4Njk0NTkzJmM9YTNkMSZiPTExNDY4ODk5NjgmZD1nMWk2YTlt.uhPQd5Boi9lArQV0VBoIgGc5xfZCBEk08MHpVWwAhHY
https://tapr.org/category/dcc/
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-2-120834491
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Prior to publication, this has been another busy week with considerable travel, thus this is
another (what I consider) short shrift issue of Zero Retries. I have some significant things to
discuss in future issues of Zero Retries, but those require more butt-in-chair time than I’ve
been able to allocate lately.

That lack of butt-in-chair time manifests as missing formatting issues, misteaks, typos, etc.
as well as a general paring-down to Substack-recommended length and minimal
proofreading. This issue will definitely overflow your mailer, so you might save yourself a bit
of frustration and click the button below to go to the web version.

Zero Retries 0101

This also another week with no podcast a deferred podcast (I plan to catch up). It’s been
surprising to me that a brief “conversational” audio recording takes more preparation time
than pounding text into a keyboard, but (at least for me), it does, but then when I started Zero
Retries, each issue took nearly a week, and now it’s down to a fraction of that. There was
also an interesting development that I’ll discuss soon related to the Zero Retries Podcast
which will considerably streamline podcast production.

I also haven’t been able to finish reading and replying to comments from several previous
issues of Zero Retries, thus I haven’t caught up to feature some comments in Zero Retries.
Thanks for your understanding.

Happy Summer (at least those of us in the Northern Hemisphere)!

Leave a comment

Share

Paywalled Amateur Radio Content - Part 3
 Content from Specialized Technology Organizations

By Steve Stroh N8GNJ

In this last installment on this subject, I posit that the content produced by Specialized
Technology Organizations should be publicly accessible. British Amateur Television Club
provides a model for offering content as an incentive for financial support of the organization
and making their content publicly accessible.

Part 1 - Publicly Accessible Amateur Radio Content (Zero Retries 0099)

Part 2 - Update on the “Content Beyond the Paywall Is Irrelevant” Perspective - Facebook

My thanks to Tom Fletcher for his comment by in Zero Retries 0099:

https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101/comments
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&action=share&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjoyNTEsInBvc3RfaWQiOjEyMDgzNDQ5MSwiaWF0IjoxNjk2ODA3NTM4LCJleHAiOjE2OTkzOTk1MzgsImlzcyI6InB1Yi00MDUyOTciLCJzdWIiOiJwb3N0LXJlYWN0aW9uIn0.w_l3kgpqtkfHuKJsnNvzc2_OxdIfsavk4MgQPbhe64k
https://www.zeroretries.org/i/117716158/publicly-accessible-amateur-radio-content
https://www.zeroretries.org/i/121610522/update-on-the-content-beyond-the-paywall-is-irrelevant-perspective-facebook
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0099/comments
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I NEVER pay to get past a Paywall, no matter what the “valuable” content is.

I had meant to include this discussion in (what became) Part 1

3
of this series, but I couldn’t quite phrase it well enough by writing cutoff of Zero Retries 0099.
Fletcher’s comment helped me clarify my thinking.
Within Amateur Radio, in general, in this era, in my opinion, content should default to being
publicly accessible, unless the content very, very specialized or a compelling reason to
restrict content to “paid only”.

Exceptions That Justify Payment / Paywall
 One such exception, in my experience, was the W5YI Report which targeted the Amateur

Radio industry - manufacturers, retailers, ARRL

4
officials, even FCC
5
staffers with a timely publication (published biweekly, if memory serves). My perception, from
the content
6
, most of the readers of W5YI report read it to help them be informed in their jobs involving
Amateur Radio, thus it was entirely reasonable for W5YI Report to be a paid subscription -
easy to justify the subscription fee as part of their jobs.
Another exception was the excellent 220 Notes

7
newsletter by Arthur Reis K9XI. During the period that 220 Notes was published (1981 -
1994), the US 220 - 225 MHz band (now the 222 - 225 MHz band) was a nearly forgotten
band in much of the US, and mention of it was rare. 220 Notes dived deep into the subject,
discussing equipment, band planning, usage, regulatory issues, etc. You couldn’t help
admire K9XI for his dedication to, and passion for the 220 - 225 MHz band and want to
support him.
Focused Organizations Should Make Their Primary Content Publicly Accessible

 In my stance that content should default to being publicly accessible, I'm making exception,
for now, for highly specialized (usually technical) content published by “focused”
organizations. It’s my guess that the leaders of those organizations are of the “magazine era”
and in their minds, the organization’s specialized content is the primary reason for
“members” (subscribers) to pay “dues” (subscription fees) to the organization.

This is a sensitive topic, and in this discussion, I’m trying to add more light than heat, so I’ll
tread lightly and not mention organization names.

https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-3-120834491
https://archive.org/search?query=w5yi+report
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-4-120834491
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-5-120834491
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-6-120834491
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-7-120834491
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With no public access to an organization’s primary content, it’s hard for those who are new to
Amateur Radio to tell if the organization is worth supporting. They simply don’t know the
storied history or the current efforts of the organization because they are new to Amateur
Radio.

The cynical view (which I’ve heard multiple times from a number of people) is…
 ”Without a paywall, they’ll just rip us off, read the good stuff, and not support the

organization”.

The more charitable view of keeping primary content restricted to paid members is…
 “We reserve our primary content as a perk for joining and supporting the organization”.

I think that such views are shortsighted. If the organization is doing good work, it should be
obvious that the organization is worth supporting. But, again, it’s sometimes hard to tell
what’s really going on with the organization with a “first, pay up, then you can see our
content and what we’re doing” model.

Good example by British Amateur Television Club
 Public access to primary content doesn’t have to be a binary choice between “give it all

away” versus “lock it all up”. I’m impressed with the approach that the British Amateur
Television Club (BATC) took with their archives for their newsletter CQ-TV:

Editions of CQ-TV published more than 2 years ago are available for free download on
this page.

A full index of articles content dating back to issue 1 is available on the BATC wiki.

With that model, BATC makes their primary content good publicly accessible, albeit two
years old

8
. That’s good enough for my purposes, to know that BATC is “giving back” to Amateur Radio,
and providing some incentive to support BATC.
At least, it worked for me — I plan to join and support BATC.

Leave a comment

Share

ZR > BEACON

By Steve Stroh N8GNJ

Short mentions of Zero Retries Interesting items.

https://batc.org.uk/cq-tv/cq-tv-archive/
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-8-120834491
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101/comments
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&action=share&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjoyNTEsInBvc3RfaWQiOjEyMDgzNDQ5MSwiaWF0IjoxNjk2ODA3NTM4LCJleHAiOjE2OTkzOTk1MzgsImlzcyI6InB1Yi00MDUyOTciLCJzdWIiOiJwb3N0LXJlYWN0aW9uIn0.w_l3kgpqtkfHuKJsnNvzc2_OxdIfsavk4MgQPbhe64k
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Zero Retries Pseudostaffer Dan Romanchik retires as ARDC Communications
Manager

Wednesday, May 31, 2023, was my last day as an employee of Amateur Radio Digital
Communications, the private foundation that’s “empowering the future of amateur radio
and digital communication.” It was a great job, but in the end, it was a job, and now it’s
time to do something different. I wouldn’t quite call it “retirement,” but it’s pretty close.

What was (and is) cool about KB6NU’s “retirement” from ARDC is that KB6NU was a prolific
writer and explainer of Amateur Radio before joining ARDC. With that background, he lent
his perspective to ARDC and made connections for ARDC that it wouldn’t have been able to
do without him. Having helped launch ARDC to its current stature within Amateur Radio, I
think KB6NU can justifiably feel “job well done, now moving on”. (I feel similarly about my two
years on the ARDC Grants Advisory Committee.)

I doubt that KB6NU will be “retired” for long.

MikroTik Nv2 (Air interface used for HamWAN User Access)

On the HamWAN Mailing List, there was this interesting passing mention by Douglas
Kingston KD7DK:

HamWAN has standardized on Mikrotik gear and we use their NV2 TDMA protocol to
get the best bandwidth possible. 

Also mentioned in that same message was a presentation (PDF) by David Savage as a good
backgrounder - MikroTik Nv2 - New and Improved Wireless Networking with Nstreme
Version 2

One highlight:

https://www.kb6nu.com/moving-on-to-my-next-challenge/
https://www.kb6nu.com/hire-me/
http://hamwan.org/
https://mum.mikrotik.com/presentations/AU11/au-savage.pdf
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Nstreme

Nstreme is MikroTik's proprietary (i.e., incompatible with other vendors) wireless
protocol created to improve performance on both point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint wireless links.

Benefits of Nstreme protocol

Client polling.

You can disable CSMA wireless links.

No protocol limits on link distance.

Smaller protocol overhead per frame allowing super-high data rates.

No protocol speed degradation for long link distances.

The use of TDMA - Time Division Multiple Access is inherently more spectrally efficient than
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), IE, duplex operation involving two frequencies,
one for transmit, one for receive, versus one frequency (simplex) used for both transmit and
receive.

The features of Nstreme Version 2 are significant differentiations for Amateur Radio use
because user access to HamWAN nodes uses the (semi-exclusive to Amateur Radio) 5.9
GHz band… and there’s not much spectrum there (compared to 20 MHz channels [and
wider] channels that are commonly used on the 5 GHz band.

Product Updates from FlexRadio at Hamvention 2023

It’s always fun to hear from FlexRadio. In its 2023-05-31 The Flex Insider newsletter
(emailed, not yet online), FlexRadio reported out from its banquet(s) at Hamvention 2023
which they use as a venue for announcements and interesting information. I wish they would
record these and make them available on YouTube for those of us who cannot attend
Hamvention.

FlexRadio announced the End of Life (EOL) of the FLEX-6700, citing a successful ten-year
lifetime and ongoing component shortages for the product.

But to offset that news…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-division_multiple_access
https://www.flexradio.com/insider/
https://www.flexradio.com/documentation/flex-6700-product-brochure/
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Maestro Update

During the Dayton Hamvention, CTO Steve Hicks, N5AC presented some of the new
features coming up in our latest version of the Maestro.

8” Display size, capabilities

Increased WiFi Capability

Improved WiFi radio + antenna (MIMO)

WiFi 6 compatible

Improved CW sidetone

New rechargeable battery option - easily obtained worldwide

New power indication/switch matches M-Series Radios

New pseudo-differential MIC connection

External Display Output

Serial USB pass-thru for RS232 devices such as Rotators

New optimized hardware connections

Maestro is FlexRadio’s “detached front panel” for their radios. Maestro is just… cool… in that
it’s a network-native device - Ethernet or Wi-Fi. There are no other connections between the
(actual) radio and Maestro.

Those are significant updates. I was glad to see one that I was hoping for - External Display
Output - that will be a cool feature of a FlexRadio system on display in a public venue. Wi-Fi
6 compatibility is nice, but it would have been better to include Wi-Fi 6E compatibility, but
that’s a quibble.

Post Publication Update - FlexRadio was at SEA-PAC and during their seminar I asked
Steve Hicks N5AC about Wi-Fi 6E and he said that the new version of Maestro uses an
integrated compute module with the Wi-Fi built-in, in this case Wi-Fi 6 (reasonable answer).

TAPR Hamvention 2023 Videos Now Online

My thanks to Pseudostaffer Jeff Davis KE9V for spotting that TAPR’s videos from
Hamvention 2023 are now online.

https://www.flexradio.com/products/maestro-control-console-flex-6000/
https://tapr.org/tapr-hamvention-videos-now-online/
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Dave Larsen, KV0S, announced that he has finished processing and uploading videos
of TAPR events at the 2023 Hamvention. They are now online on the TAPR Digital
YouTube site.

My sincere thanks to KV0S for doing the nearly-thankless work of editing and uploading
those videos. For me, video editing is a slog, and I greatly appreciate those like KV0S that
can do such work for the benefit of Amateur Radio.

Cornbread Road Audio Series Returns!

Speaking of Pseudostaffer Jeff Davis KE9V, he recently announced:

Return to Cornbread Road

Somewhere back in my long ago I wrote a short story about about a secret society of
hams in a little country town where all is not as it seems…

Cornbread Road was originally produced in audio format in 2011. Thirteen episodes of
about ten minutes each released once each week between the summer solstice and
the autumnal equinox that year. I haven’t kept it online because of bandwidth limits and
associated costs though I have brought it back for limited runs several times since its
initial release. I plan to release the entire series again this summer using the original
schedule. Episodes will begin reappearing here on the solstice (June 21) with one
episode released each week until the equinox (September 23). It’s a progressive story
intended to be told in sequence.

It was always my intention to follow up Cornbread Road with other, similar short stories
in audio format, but my career went into overdrive about the same time and I simply
never found the time. Having solved that problem, my interest in the production of
other audio ham radio related stories has returned. Hopefully this re-release will be the
beginning of other new releases.

KE9V is too modest by half about Cornbread Road; overall it’s a great story with good plot
development and KE9V integrates the tech in the story quite well. I certify that Cornbread
Road is Zero Retries Interesting (there are some delightful technical and radio twists in the
story) and that if you enjoy Zero Retries, you’ll enjoy listening to Cornbread Road each week
as he releases episodes.

Video Review of the Icom IC-905 SuperRadio

Pseudostaffer Jeff Davis KE9V was particularly busy this week! KE9V recommends this
video review of the Icom IC-905 which dropped 2023-05-30.

https://www.youtube.com/@TAPRDigitalVideo
https://ke9v.net/
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With the much-anticipated UK release of our all new IC-905 SHF/VHF/UHF All Mode
Transceiver around the corner, we were lucky enough to get our hands on two of them
and asked our friends at TX Films to see if they would like to be the first to do a review.
In the resulting YouTube video Bob McCreadie (G0FGX) of TX Films, along with Dave
Crump (G8GKQ) and Noel Matthews (G8GTZ) from the British Amateur Television
Club, put the IC-905 through its paces, producing a video that demonstrates the IC-
905's impressive features and capabilities.

In the video, Bob McCreadie takes us through various aspects of the IC-905 including:

Introduction to the IC-905 SHF/VHF/UHF All-Mode Transceiver.

Connectivity…an overview of the sockets and connections on this radio .

Menu navigation on the IC-905.

Overview of the RF Unit and Transverter.

Field Test on Bulbarrow Hill in Dorset including ATV and 10Ghz SSB Tests.

New (Improved!) ARDC Website

Announcements of website redesigns are very common… and rarely worth mention other
than on the website itself. But this one is an exception not just because of ARDC’s status as
an organization that’s Zero Retries Interesting, but because at least some elements of
ARDC’s website were dated and badly in need of a refresh.

ARDC Executive Director Rosy Schecter KJ7RYV on various ARDC mailing lists:
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I'm writing with some exciting news: we've updated ardc.net so that it is responsive and
accessibility friendly, with some clearer hierarchy as well as imagery on the home
page.

Please take a look when you have some time:

https://www.ardc.net/

Though we've tested on many browsers and devices, as it goes with any launch, you
are likely to find a thing here or there that needs to be addressed. Please let us know
what you find, if anything.

Many thanks to Chris for his work helping us to wrangle this beast, and also to Dan
Romanchik KB6NU (whose last day was yesterday) for his work implementing and
tweaking the new theme, not to mention content updates.

Speaking of modernization, it's also worth noting that we're in alpha testing for an
updated Portal. Looking very forward to sharing more about that as soon as we're able.

As always, reach out with any questions or thoughts.

In particular, the ARDC website is now mobile-friendly.

mTCP DOS TCP/IP Stack - New Version

mTCP - TCP/IP applications for your PC compatible retro-computers.

2023-03-31 Release Notes
 It has been less than a year since the last release, so you'll find this release to be fairly

modest in comparison. There are two TCP library fixes, a change to the DHCP client
behavior with respect to hostnames assigned by badly behaved DHCP servers,
Unicode support in IRCjr and Telnet, RLE graphics support in Telnet, and numerous
fixes and pleasant changes sprinkled all around. Please see the detailed list of
changes for the specifics.

Of course, my favorite TCP/IP stack for DOS is KA9Q NOS, but that’s not maintained any
more… but mTCP is being (very actively maintained) as evidenced by this new release. As I
mentioned in Zero Retries 0024, I'm in awe of mTCP's author Mike Brutman. I wish we could
get him to apply his skill and focus for Amateur Radio projects.

NCPA Newsletters Online

https://ardc.net/
https://www.brutman.com/mTCP/
https://www.brutman.com/mTCP/mTCP_2023-03-31_Release_Notes.html
http://www.ka9q.net/code/ka9qnos/
https://www.zeroretries.org/i/44428106/mtcp-tcpip-stack-for-dos
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My thanks to Bob Arasmith N0ARY for putting copies of the Northern California Packet
Association’s newsletter - The Downlink online. There are some real gems there, and I
downloaded all 37 issues for later reading.

On his main page, N0ARY mentions his unique BBS software:

In 1990 I got heavy into packet radio and wrote a BBS that used an innovative natural
language parser for interacting with the user. It also functioned as a gateway to the
Internet. The BBS was written targeting a Sun workstation running SunOS 4.x.

The things you find when you’re looking for something else…

Join the Fun on Amateur Radio

If you’re not yet licensed as an Amateur Radio Operator, and would like to join the fun by
literally having a license to experiment with radio technology, check out

 Join the Fun on Amateur Radio for some pointers.

Zero Retries Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) — In development 2023-02.

Closing the Channel

In its mission to highlight technological innovation in Amateur Radio, promote Amateur Radio
to techies as a literal license to experiment with radio technology, and make Amateur Radio
more relevant to society in the 2020s and beyond, Zero Retries is published via email and
web, and is accessible to everyone at no cost. Zero Retries is proud not to participate in the
Amateur Radio Publishing Industrial Complex, which hides Amateur Radio content behind
paywalls.

My ongoing Thanks to:

Tina Stroh KD7WSF for, well, everything!

Pseudostaffers that write about about “Zero Retries Interesting” items on their blogs
that I don’t spot:

Dan Romanchik KB6NU

Jeff Davis KE9V

https://ncpa.n0ary.org/about/downlink.php
http://www.n0ary.org/
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/join-the-fun-on-amateur-radio
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-frequently-asked-questions
https://www.kb6nu.com/
https://ke9v.net/
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Newsletters that regularly feature Zero Retries Interesting content:

Amateur Radio Weekly by Cale Mooth K4HCK is a weekly anthology of links to
interesting Amateur Radio stories.

Experimental Radio News by Bennet Z. Kobb AK4AV discusses (in detail)
Experimental (Part 5) licenses issued by the US FCC.

TAPR Packet Status Register has been published continuously since 1982.

Other Substack Amateur Radio newsletters recommended by Zero Retries.

YouTube channels that regularly feature Zero Retries Interesting content:

HB9BLA Wireless by Andreas Spiess HB9BLA

KM6LYW Radio by Craig Lamparter KM6LYW (home of the DigiPi project)

Modern Ham by Billy Penley KN4MKB

Tech Minds by Matthew Miller M0DQW

The Substack email publishing platform makes Zero Retries possible. I recommend it
for publishing newsletters.

If you’re reading this issue on the web and you’d like to see Zero Retries in your email Inbox
every Friday afternoon, just click below to join 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800+ other
readers:

Please tell your friends and co-conspirators about Zero Retries — just click:

Share Zero Retries

Offering feedback or comments for Zero Retries is equally easy — just click:

Leave a comment

If you’re a fellow smart person that uses RSS, there is an RSS feed for Zero Retries.

Zero Retries (N8GNJ) is on Mastodon — n8gnj@mastodon.radio — just click:

Zero Retries / N8GNJ on Mastodon

Email issues of Zero Retries are “instrumented” by Substack to gather basic statistics about
opens, clicking links, etc.

More bits from Steve Stroh N8GNJ:

https://hamweekly.com/
https://www.experimentalradio.news/
https://tapr.org/tapr-file-archive/
https://zeroretries.substack.com/recommendations
https://www.youtube.com/@HB9BLA
https://www.youtube.com/@KM6LYW
https://craiger.org/digipi/
https://www.youtube.com/@ModernHam
https://www.youtube.com/@TechMindsOfficial/about
https://substack.com/
https://www.zeroretries.org/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&action=share
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101/comments
http://www.zeroretries.org/feed/
https://mastodon.radio/@n8gnj
https://substack.com/
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SuperPacket blog — Discussing new generations of Amateur Radio Data
Communications — beyond Packet Radio (a precursor to Zero Retries)

N8GNJ blog — Amateur Radio Station N8GNJ and the mad science experiments at
N8GNJ Labs — Bellingham, Washington, USA

Thanks for reading!
 Steve Stroh N8GNJ / WRPS598 (He / Him / His)

 These bits were handcrafted (by a mere human, not an Artificial Intelligence bot) in beautiful
Bellingham (The City of Subdued Excitement), Washington, USA.

Zero Retries 0101 - 2023-06-01

If you’d like to reuse an article in this issue, for example for club or other newsletters, just
ask. Please provide credit for the content to me and any other authors.

All excerpts from other authors or organizations, including images, are intended to be fair
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1
The first weekend in June, in Seaside, Oregon, is rarely sunny and warm. It’s usually
overcast, and typically rainy in this section of the Pacific Coast. Thus 2023 is one of a
handful of SEA-PAC weekends that I can remember being so balmy in the 30+ years I have
been attending SEA-PAC.

2
Newly rapacious hotel room rates notwithstanding…

3
I’m looking forward creating anthology versions of Zero Retries where I can concatenate
multi-part articles and discussions like this that end up evolving over several issues. Not to
mention the improvements “after I’ve fleshed out my thoughts on the subject” perspective.

4
ARRL - American Radio Relay League, the largest national Amateur Radio Organization in
the US.

5
FCC - Federal Communications Commission, the US spectrum regulation organization.

https://www.superpacket.org/
https://www.n8gnj.org/
http://bellinghamster.com/Bellingham-City-Of-Subdued-Excitement.htm
https://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/fair-use/what-is-fair-use/
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-anchor-1-120834491
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-anchor-2-120834491
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-anchor-3-120834491
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-anchor-4-120834491
http://www.arrl.org/
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0101#footnote-anchor-5-120834491
https://www.fcc.gov/
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6
I was briefly a subscriber to W5YI Report early in my career pivot to independent writing.

7
Normally I’d offer a link to an example… but there is just barely a hint online that 220 Notes
ever existed - just passing references. I have a few random issues of 220 Notes that I will (or
have… I forget) to Digital Library of Amateur Radio & Communications.

8
If it were me, I’d change this policy to make content that is more than one year old publicly
accessible.
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